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OCEAN BREEZE
Moroso

SUPERMATT
Whether on land, or on the open sea, the caress of sea air is refreshing and infused with delight.
The heady scent of the salty sea, mixed with the warmth of the sun, creates a combination that
implies freshness and ultimately influences the light, maritime inspired blue of Ocean Breeze
Supermatt.
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As a color, Ocean Breeze Supermatt’s light value suggests a vast sense of space. It is a hue
that can stretch out far into the distance, but exudes comfort and softness when experienced
up close. Furnishings in this light blue feel immediately familiar and comfortable and, most
importantly, fresh.
In home, it can hover overhead, to suggest endlessly clear blue skies, or continue down vertical
surfaces and furnishings to create a space that appears weightless and light. It is a cool touch of
color on case-goods, cabinetry, and tables, and freshens a space filled with neutral hues. Ocean
Breeze Supermatt is at home in the living room as it is in a spa bathroom.
Commercial design may also be enhanced by this colorful gust of air. In a world of industrial
inspirations, Ocean Breeze Supermatt offers a unique perspective with its modern, yet natural
look. Fresh as the breeze after which it is named, it is crisp and modern and can enhance
Cubanit Grey Suedette Matt, Almond Supermatt, and a variety of metallic looks e.g. Bronze
Metallic for an aesthetic with a bit of whimsy in addition to simple beauty. Look for it on
surfaces from tables to receptions areas in office and hospitality, as well as in furnishings for
retail and healthcare.
Ocean Breeze Supermatt suggests the buoyant scent of sea air, and its accompanying gentle
breeze. It is a color of broad vistas, modernity, and freshness. It is time to take a moment to
inhale the air, and enjoy Ocean Breeze Supermatt.
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